
PERSONAL DIVERSITY EXPERIENCE ESSAY

Cultural Differences; A Personal Story Culture is the summation of several different aspects, most often accounted for
by geographic locations.

Depending on the exact essay question, your essay could also discuss a time when you learned something
from someone with a very different background. That is not an effective strategy, because it does not show a
genuine commitment to diversity and equity. As companies are becoming more diverse, it is becoming more
important for them to understand and manage that diversity. Perhaps your culture emphasizes teamwork,
perseverance, and mutual understanding. You do not have to be an African-American to have insight into the
challenges they face, but if you do not have experiential knowledge of racism, then do not claim it. If you have
had any involvement with such programs e. My education and career goals have been shaped by my
background, and I will continue to aim high despite the challenges that may come my way. So, of course some
cultural practices cannot be conducted. Any type of essay. Write about specific things you have done to help
students from underrepresented backgrounds succeed. Consequently, I began to value my multifaceted identity
and came to trust in the significance of my diversity. These are all critical skills that a graduate student will
need for success. This could include: a. Deeds: What have you done? Sign up to be a tutor at an
underperforming school, build a house with Habitat for Humanity or incorporate antiracist pedagogy into your
teaching. Over time, though, the need to live genuinely became too great to deny. Your statement for a
land-grant institution in the rural South should not be the exact same one you send to an elite institution in
urban California. How do you distinguish yourself? I remember finally getting off the plane and where I
landed in New York City. Whether the school asks you how you think of diversity or how you can bring or
add to the diversity of your school, chosen profession, or community, make sure you answer the specific
question posed. As I embark on a legal education, my experiences, not just as a person of color, but as a
biracial and bicultural son of low income African and Latino immigrants, can help me contribute to the law
school environment as well as the legal field. Cultural diversity is the economic growth, which means leading
a more fulfilling emotional, moral and spiritual life. Nevertheless, you can use this novelty to your advantage
by writing a stellar statement that emphasizes your record of contributions to diversity and equity as well as
your commitment to future efforts Bio Tanya Golash-Boza is an associate professor of sociology at the
University of California at Merced. I have come to the conclusion that everyone looks at me from the outside
in, looking at my height, my race, even my size 16 feet to determine what they think of me. Leadership
opportunities. We hope these are helpful! If, in contrast, you are privileged, acknowledge that. Preparation can
be somewhat consistent. Colleges want a diverse student body so that students can learn about life from each
other, as well as from their professors. When mentioning your diversity factor, be sure to highlight any
difficulties that you went through as a result of being the odd wo man out. Tell your story. However, it can
certainly be even more refined than that.


